Can you believe it’s Jubilee time again?!

“Grazing in the grass is a blast.”
Spring is here and it is great to be back on fresh pastures! Shearing
underway, shows to go to, and sunshine! It is the best time to be an
alpaca - and an alpaca owner.
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Brion Smoker was one of 100 speakers at the Farming for the
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applies to the alpaca industry!
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Spring is here and cria on the way - time to start thinking about
how to get them eating on their own!
Income - Expenses = Profit?

...and so much more!!

The year has flown by so quickly and as we look forward to
Spring – babies, shows, warmer weather, green grass – one of the
first things that comes to mind is our own MAPACA Jubilee!  As I
write this, it seems like winter is dragging, but spring and our wonderful show will be here quickly.  This year’s show is our “Sweet
16!  Most of us remember how special our 16th birthday was and
I hope that you will all remember this year’s show as being something special also!  
Our Sweet 16 promises to have something for everyone!  We are
bringing back an alpaca auction for the first time in 6 years!  Silver
Penn Sales will be on hand to answer any questions prior to the
sale Saturday night.  Both Debbie and Brett have been wonderful to
work with and we are looking forward to some outstanding animals
being offered in the Auction!!  Consistent with MAPACA’s mission
to educate, we have Doctors Norm Evans, Pat Long and Cheryl DeWitt all doing seminars, along with Marty McGee Bennett who will
once again have her Camelidynamics all day seminar on Thursday,
April 26, as well as Coarse Broads who are bringing a brand new
seminar that premiers at the show!  But remember, if you are interested in spending Thursday with Marty or Robyn and Carrie, you
must preregister.  
For our fiber enthusiasts, we will have wonderful fiber demonstrations taking place all weekend that portray what the fiber from
our animals can create.  This year we will again have the fleece to
shawl competition and something new – a hand spinners derby!  
Both of which are fun and creative!  Also back by popular demand
is the contest to see who takes home the title “Mid Atlantic Herdsire
of the Year” in our Herdsire Auction!  All of this along with Mundo
Fibra, the Crimp and Curl Café, Vendor Village, and especially, our
exhibitors make the Jubilee the Premier Paca Party of the Season!!
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To have all this come off without a hitch, we could use your help.  
I’ve heard the phrase – “I’d like to help but don’t know what to do.”  
Consider donating some of your time as a volunteer at the show.  
This is a great way to meet new people, get to know how the show
is run, and offer you an up close and personal look at some fabulous
animals!  There are many areas where you can volunteer from check
in and registration to the fleece show to the halter rings.  If interested, please contact Doug and Bonnie Kitrell at Double 8 Alpacas
(bonnie@double8alpacas.com).
We have some truly fabulous people that I would like to take
the time to thank.   Because of their hard work and diligence, this
year’s show should be truly “sweet”!   Chris and Jess Armstrong
are our Event Managers for the second year in a row.  They have
been instrumental in keeping us on track for what needs to be done
and when.  Doug and Bonnie Kitrell have stepped up to the plate as
this year’s Volunteer Coordinators – without their help, and the support of our wonderful volunteers, it would be next to impossible to
run a show of this magnitude!!  Our sponsors are always crucial in
helping to provide all of the wonderful things that the show offers.  
And last, but certainly not least, I have a very special thank you to
my Board of Directors.  Without their help, guidance and support, I
probably would have hid my head in the hay bin and not come out
till July 4!!  Thank you all for your support of our members and
Jubilee!!
I hope to see as many members at this year’s show as possible –
you make this organization hum happily along!
Terri Kinka
MAPACA President
Terri and her husband, Andy, own
Golden Glen Alpacas in Pine Grove,
Pennsylvania.
Contact
Terri
at
terri@goldenglenalpacas.com.

What’s Happening with Fiber at the Sweet 16 Jubilee
By Chris Reachard | C & C Alpaca Factory

This years Sweet 16 Jubilee will be celebrating Fiber with the great oldies and two new and exciting
fiber competitions.  Read on – and if you did not enter one or more of these competitions this year – look
to doing so at future shows!
 	 The Fleece Show is one of the great oldies but goodies! This is a simple, stress free and affordable
way to have your fleeces evaluated by one of our two great judges. The fleece show will provide you
with a score card that will help you see how your fleeces stand up as a viable commercial industry
fleece compared to other great fleeces from across the country. This year’s fleece show should hit a level
three status. Simply skirt your fleeces and enter them into the show. Fleece show ribbons are a great
marketing tool when talking about your alpacas to future clients.
 	 The Spin Off is a terrific and very easy way to show a sample of your fleece and have it evaluated by
a hand spinner. This is a great way for you to see how your fleece stands out to the cottage side of the
industry and to see what your fleece can produce as an end product of hand spun yarn. All you have to
do is take a 2oz sample of your prime blanket, skirt it, and place it in a one gallon zip lock baggie. Take
a good side view picture of the alpaca, print out a 4x6 picture of the alpaca, make a copy of the ARI,
register the sample and mail it all into the fleece show supervisor with the fleece tag. Then come to the
show and see how your sample placed!
 	 The Fiber Arts Competitions are a fun and profitable way to show off your talents. Are you a knitter,
weaver, felter or maybe you crochet?   There are many different categories to enter in the fiber arts show.
This is a great way to see how your hand made alpaca end products stand up against other great fiber
artist from across the country. There is also a skein competition. Enter one or more of your hand spun or
mill spun skeins and win some ribbons. This is an awesome way to help with your yarn marketing and
can add extra value to your yarns and finished products.
Due to the over whelming response to the Fleece to Shawl competition in 2011 we will be bringing it
back this year bigger and better. This year’s ‘fleece to shawl’ will feature six teams and will be held in
one of the show rings to bring it to the fore front of the show. The fleece to shawl is a great way to see
how the teams take the raw alpaca fleece and prepare it for spinning.  You can then watch as the spinners
spin it into yarn that is then removed from the wheels and given to a weaver who will weave the hand
spun yarn into a beautiful piece of art. The teams will have five hours to create their shawls. The judge
will evaluate each of the teams on how well they work together to create their shawls, and then she
will judge the shawls on quality, creativity, pattern, lack of flaws and several other criteria. All of the
shawls will be on display in the MAPACA Members Product Store on Saturday and then auctioned off
at the beginning of the alpaca auction. The Fleece to Shawl competition will be held on April 27th from
10:00am to 5:00pm.
Two New and Exciting Competitions This Year!
First is the Cottage Fleece Show. This is a great way to have your fleeces judged by some of the
industries leading fleece and spin off judges and win two ribbons for one fleece. What an awesome way
to market your great fleeces to fiber artists that buy raw fleece from your farm. This competition will
also show how you are doing with your breeding program on both a commercial and cottage industry
view point. You must enter in the spin off in order to enter a fleece into the cottage fleece show.
The second new and exciting fiber competition is the Hand Spinners Derby. This competition will
show how hand spinners take raw fiber and turn it into yarn with a few ‘twists’ along the way. The
spinners will be able to use a wheel or a drop spindle to spin the roving that they will be provided for
this competition. The spinners will have two minutes to spin regularly and then will be asked to stop
spinning. Then they will be asked to put on rubber gloves and continue spinning for two more minutes.
Then they will stop spinning, remove the gloves, and put on a blind fold and continue spinning for two
more minutes. At this point they will remove their hand spun yarn and hand it in to the Judge and wait
for the results. The hand spun yarn will be judged 75% on yardage spun and 25% on consistency of the
yarn.  Ribbons will be handed out for 1st to 6th place.  In the interest of “fairness” - there will also be
a junior division and a senior division. We will also be asking all the hand spinners to wear their best
derby hat so that the spectators can vote for their favorite Junior Spinners Derby hat and their favorite
Seniors Spinners Derby hat. This competition will take place on Saturday April 28th during the show’s
lunch break. All of the hand spun yarn samples will be on display in the Mundro Fibre area located
beside the Fleece Show area.
So if you think you have what it takes to compete in one of the great oldies or one of the exciting new
competitions please log onto the MaPaca’s website at  www.mapaca.org and register for this show or be
sure and plan for next year!  Here’s looking forward to a great “Sweet 16” celebration in Fiber.
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EVERYONE’S
GOT A STORY!!

I often wonder how all of you got involved in ALPACAS – I
am sure many readers do so as well!! Therefore, I would
like to hear from MAPACA Members just exactly how you
‘discovered’ our wooly friends and how, when, and why
you jumped onto the “alpaca train.” I would like to feature
at least one farm’s story in the upcoming issues so please
send me your write-up. As the new Editor-in-Chief of the
MAPACA Newsletter I am open for suggestions as to what
else you might like to read about, so feel free to contact me
at anytime with your ideas.

WHAT’S HAPPENING IN YOUR
NECK OF THE WOODS?

It was suggested by one reader that we include a spot for upcoming
events on member farms and/or local activities that might be of interest
to our alpaca people. I think this is a great idea and would like to include
it starting in the Summer issue. So if you are planning anything or know
of a forthcoming event – just drop me a line with the details.
Carole Rost - Asgard Acres Alpaca Farm, LLC
180 Nursery Rd – Renfrew, PA 16053
(724) 789-7345 - (724) 316-6853
crost50@embarqmail.com - asgard@embarqmail.com
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What’s in a Name?

We continue our feature of what’s in a name and I have had
many inquiries as to my farm name so here it is:

Asgard Acres Alpaca Farm

ASGARD ACRES ALPACA FARM was named for the home
of the Norse gods – well mostly. My husband, Joe, and I are
quite opposites and rarely agree on anything – except when
we decided to get alpacas! When choosing a name for the
farm we wanted something that was not ‘local’ – in case we
ever moved – and something that was meaningful to both of
us. I am not really 100% sure how we arrived at the name
ASGARD ACRES except that I love alliteration and Joe is of
German / Swedish descent and all of the good Aztec names
seemed to have been taken. Now, in reality, we are both Sci Fi
geeks so I really think we were watching an episode of “Stargate” on TV and the name Asgard came up and it was like a
“YEA” moment that worked for both of us. ASGARD is the
homeland of the Norse gods – so Joe got to have his Germanic roots represented and I loved the A…A…A… That
naturally led to the tag line – “fiber from the gods”. We know
the Norse gods aren’t really connected to alpacas, but I just
call it literary license -- unless of course all of the gods (Aztec, Norse, etc) are really connected to the UFO’s - let’s face
it – Alpacas do look like they are from another world!
Joe & Carole Rost
Asgard Acres Alpaca Farm, LLC
Renfrew, Pennsylvania

PASA Conference 2012
M

By Trish Tyler-Davis

aPaca again made its presence known by attending
and sponsoring the 21st annual Farming for the Future
Conference, presented by PASA, held February 1st
through 4th, in State College, PA.   PASA, the PA Association for
Sustainable Agriculture, is a non-profit organization founded in
1992, whose vision is “to transform agricultural and food systems
in PA and beyond in a way that makes our farmers more viable,
improves the land, and restore the health and well-being of our
citizens.”  After sponsoring for the first time in 2011, President
Terri Kinka knew we needed to again this year, as our booth was
consistently busy with conference attendees asking general alpaca questions.  This year the interest seemed even greater, with
many attendees returning to our booth after talking with us last
year.
This year’s theme for the conference was “Breaking Ground
for a New Agriculture:  Cultivating Versatility and Resilience”.  
The core concept of this conference was to assist and educate
the public in our need to transform agricultural systems of today
into the strategic force necessary to ensure our planet’s continued
survival.  This conference boasted over 100 speakers, including
our very own Treasurer, Brion Smoker, and was attended by over
2,000 enrollees; and if my smile muscles are any indication, Terri

and I chatted with 75% of them.  The tracks and workshops offered covered diverse agricultural concepts, from tractor operation and maintenance to baking with heritage grains, so there was
something to pique everyone’s interest.
This year even more than last, there seemed to be greater interest in the concept of alpacas as strictly fiber producers.  While
we certainly spoke to folks who either have or wish to establish breeding farms, there was tremendous interest in alpacas as
fiber producers alone.  There seemed to be a larger percentage
of “new” farmers this year, which expressed interest in personal
sustainability, from producing one’s own heat via solar power,
to growing one’s food, to “raising” their own fiber.   This is a
concept that is very dear to my heart, and I was thrilled to talk to
people who were interested in the basic needs of the animals and
be able to brag up their wonderful fiber.  Terri of course was able
to discuss the pros and cons of a breeding program with great
skill and ardor, so I believe that between us, we offered a good
balance in promoting our organization as well as our amazing
animals.
Blessings from the Farm,
Trish
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Creep Feeds for Alpaca Cria Tips for Success

A

By Carol Karsten

t this point, many people employ creep feeds for alpaca make sure that they figure out how to get out as well.  The space
cria in the US.  Creep feeds most commonly have been needs to be large enough to ensure that a long-necked adult female
employed by sheep operations, since many sheep breed- cannot simply kush down and extend head and neck through the
ers breed for winter lambs to service the spring lamb market.  In cria opening and eat from the feed supplement area!  There must
northern climates, creep feeds are a given in successfully growing be space so that the feed area is a good “adult neck length away”
out market lambs.  At Hidden Hill Farm Alpacas, we have been from the gate opening!  
using creep feeds very successfully as a way of giving the crias a
“safe haven” for early access to grain and top-quality hay where Creep Set-Ups:
they do not have to compete with adult females.  We see an added
There are so many means of setting up a creep, limited only by
benefit to this, as our weaning process is less stressful, and crias ingenuity and imagination, which are two hallmark attributes of
successfully have transitioned over to our feed supplement almost farmers, in my experience.  Many small livestock equipment comentirely by the time weaning time is upon us.  It is also beneficial panies now stock pre-fabricated creep feed gates and panels that
in the event of the occasional bottle cria to have creep access avail- work with existing corral panels.  You will find freestanding creep
able so that those crias can begin to eat on their own earlier.
feeds designed for lambs but which can be used for alpaca crias
We think the following elements have made our use of creep just as easily.   That said, I have successfully built a creep feed
feeds successful:  
using “odds and ends” we have around the premises, and it is very
satisfying when you can spend little to nothing and get a lot from
(1) careful attention to the location of the creep
(2) providing a sheltering safe haven for the crias and making it your efforts, believe me!  For example, we had a small cattle panel
gate from a prior pen set-up we no longer used.  This panel is about
look that way to them
(3) size and space should be large enough to prevent access to four feet tall and two feet wide and, turned on its side, the bars of
a long-necked adult alpaca and to accommodate your crias the gate form nice slender openings through which crias can enter
yet small enough to make it a cozy set-up
and leave with ease but which are sufficient to keep adult alpacas
(4) everything you offer in the larger pen area should be offered out.   We have a corner pen in our barn that is used as a bonding
in the creep, from feed to hay to minerals to water, simply pen or to offer special feed to animals that need it on occasion, but
made more accessible to crias.
when we open one of the gates into that pen and set that cattle panPlacement of a Creep:  As they say in real estate:  “Location, el gate sideways (and bungee cords work fine for securing the gate
location, location!”  This old adage holds true with creep feeds, in place), the crias come in from the pasture and immediately head
too.  Seek a protected corner of
through those openings, right
the barn -- where draughts are
after we have set it up for the
not an issue -- that affords easy
season!   They know exactly
access into and out of the creep.  
what this is!   In addition,
We use cozy corner areas in our
small six-foot square ‘dog
girls’ barn on both sides for a
kennels’ made of chain link
creep.   The more successful
fence with a gate can be used
you are in making the creep an
as creeps.  We “set” the openinviting place, the less “educaing to a dog kennel at a spetion” involved in getting crias
cific width big enough to let
to use the creep.  I find we do
our largest cria have access,
not even have to push the crias’
using those prefabricated
fuzzy rumps into the creep, as
metal bars with ‘screw holes’
they figure it out on their own.  
set in various places along the
Of course, you may still feel
bar.  We buy l-shaped pieces,
the need to show the crias how
again with pre-drilled screw
Creep
Feed
Bustling
to enter the creep and watch to
holes, to attach to the gate
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many out there that think alfalfa is a bad idea for alpacas,
but it is an excellent option to
add a small hay feeder with alfalfa hay, but regular grass hay
should be plentifully available as well.   Overdoing any
type of feed ration can pose
a problem, and moderation is
always the best course of action.   In my section of New
England, alfalfa hay is not a
local option.   The only thing
you want to consider with alfalfa hay is that you will have
‘green topknots’ if the hay is
Creep Feeding
set high enough that the crias
The Coziness Factor:
can sit underneath that alfalfa
I like our creep to look like a cozy safe haven for crias at first hay source.  Too, if you are feeding alfalfa, you need to feed less
glance.  As winter begins to set in, we add straw bedding to our grain/feed supplement in the creep, obviously!  As we do throughcreep, and we very carefully position a heat lamp or two overheads out our barn, we attempt to place our hay feeders as well as our
(We chain them up so there is no risk of the lamp falling.   We grain feeders as close to the ground as possible, as we like to have
designed our barn such that is has outlets everywhere so we use our alpacas in ‘natural grazing stance’ whenever possible.  Take
no extension cords that invite curious alpacas to nibble).  I always careful note of traffic flow, and make sure that there is sufficient
have a heated bucket at ‘cria height’ in the creep as well, and sev- space in the grain and hay areas, just as you would in your larger
eral low hay feeders with our best quality second –cut hay.  Now, pen areas.
we keep our creep scrupulously clean and replace straw bedding
in the creep daily or as needed.  Hay feeders and grain feeders are
To sum it all up, a sheltered yet accessible location, making an
cleaned daily as well.  We also set up a low feeder for free-choice effort to ensure the creep is an inviting, cozy place and access to
trace minerals, of course.  We employ a sort of ‘one-stop shopping’ everything (feed/hay/minerals/water) that your cria would be comapproach to feed/hay/grain/minerals/water, such that anything they peting for in the larger pen area and I daresay you will see bustling
might have to compete for in our larger pen area is available in our activity in your creep feed!
creep.
About the Author:
Introducing Grain:
Carol Karsten is the owner of
In terms of feed supplement, it is best to keep to what you plan Hidden Hill Farm Alpacas, LLC in
on feeding them when they wean.  We use a mix of alfalfa granular, Antrim, New Hampshire, specializing
a tiny amount of sea kelp and sprinkle a small amount of grain in in elite light huacayas and rarethe long trough feeder we use in our creep.  I find some crias ap- colored and full Accoyo suris. An
proach “green stuff” more readily than they do grain pellets.   My alpaca breeder since 1997, Carol
goal is not to overwhelm the crias with too much grain, and I pre- spent thirty years in the financial
fer to have to replace the feed supplement multiple times daily.  I markets and money management
also do not want any problems with ‘stale feed supplement’ thus prior to taking early retirement in
we clean our feeders out daily.   Over the years, I have noticed 2003 to pursue alpaca breeding on
that crias born in the fall tend to adapt to a feed supplement more a full-time basis. Carol is also an
quickly than do summer crias.   Giving crias the option of the al- apprentice fiber sorter and fiber artist.
falfa makes the transition easier for those that do not take to the
grain as readily.  If you have been raising alpacas for awhile, you
well know that every alpaca is quite individual in his/her ways!  If
you have access to actual alfalfa hay – and I realize that there are

and the edge of the kennel to
secure the metal bar in place.  
Using wing nuts and washers, we can make the opening
just big enough to permit the
crias to enter, and we can adjust the opening as the crias
grow.  All of these pieces are
readily sourced at one’s local
hardware store.  Many people
use corral panels set up as a
bonding pen, and then use the
same sort of method by which
to keep the gate open a crack
big enough to encourage crias
to visit.
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It’s all about the fiber!
Well it isn’t that simple.

A

By Carrie Hull & Robyn Kuhl | Coarse Broads, Inc

lpaca Fiber is being sold in many different places these
days which often makes it easier to get your fiber out of
storage and cash in the hand much quicker. And it sure
makes you feel like you are doing something. But once the afterglow is gone, the realization hits you - “Oh wait. That just cost
me money, rather than made me money.”
When I was in real estate it was so much fun to get those big
paychecks. But when I looked at what it cost me to advertise that
property I just sold, the many open houses I had to have to find
that buyer, that big paycheck wasn’t such a big paycheck, most
of it was a reimbursement of expenses. You can control costs to
make more of that check an actual paycheck. But that only gets
you so far.
This industry is in transition. We’ve seen it in the types of
shows that are happening. From the rule changes instituted by
the International Alpaca Odyssey in recent years, to the new Unskirted Fleece events, to multiple fiber auctions. There is a new
road map, and it can be a bit intimidating trying to navigate your
course.
Do you put your fiber into one of the auctions? Just be happy
with what ever price per pound you can get and be glad your fiber stash has lessened a bit before your next shearing? You don’t
have to really put any kind of effort into it. It’s easy. Even a modest profit is better than nothing right?
However, it isn’t true profit until you cover your costs of growing and harvesting it. Remember that old formula: Income – Expenses = Profit?
So where to start? - What did it cost me to grow this fiber.
To determine your cost to grow you need to know1. How much usable fiber did you grow this year?
Usable? How do I know what is usable? Isn’t it just the total
amount shorn? That’s why you weigh your alpaca before and after shearing, to get the fleece weight, right? Fleece weight and
useable fiber are not the same. The only part of the fleece that
has the potential to make a profit is the amount that is collectable (not the waste thrown away) and can actually be made into
a product which has the potential to produce profit. What is usable fiber varies by organization. Most organizations only utilize
25% - 28% of the fiber they get. Think about that. If you submit
50 pounds of fiber and only 25% of our fiber is useable, only 12.5
pounds of fiber has potential for profit.
So what happens to the other 75% of the fiber? I don’t know.
I do know that NAAFP is the only organization I know of that
utilizing 100% of the fiber, even leg, belly and chest fiber.
If you really want to be accurate in determining what it is actually costing you to grow your fiber, I suggest you have a sorter
trained in the Certified Sorted System® sort your fiber. They will
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provide you an Interactive Inventory sheet which assists you to
not only determine the cost to grow your fiber, but also your useable harvest and projected yield and profit from wholesale and
retail sales.
2. You need to determine your total feed costs for the time
frame the fiber was being grown. Not calendar year (January to
December), but from the current shearing date back to the previous shearing date.
3. To take this a step further, veterinary and health care costs
are essential to track as well. The Interactive Inventory sheet allows the fiber producer to provide the feed and expense data and
have the program complete the math for you. This calculation
tells the fiber producer the cost per pound to produce their fiber.
For my farm, I average $16/ lb to grow my fiber.
So let’s say that I send my fiber to an auction house and received $5.00/ lb. Did I make $5.00 / lb?
No! At $5 per pound, I’m still in expense reimbursement!
$16.00(Cost to grow fiber) - $5.00 (auction price) = $11.00
LOSS - That means that I need $11 more dollars per pound before I can even imagine a profit.
Successful Steps to a Sustainable Solution
For the past year I have been recommending that fiber producers know how much it costs to grow your fiber. Then put your
fiber into production through several different scenarios. I would
suggest the following:
1. Have your fiber sorted. Several organizations are paying
more for sorted fiber.
2. Put 1/3 of your sorted fiber for sale to commercial buyers.
3. Put 1/3 of your fiber for sale to handspinners.
4. Put 1/3 of your fiber into production with NAAFP.
Then make sure you track your return so you can see what
works best for you (creates a profit). The next year you may
tweak that formula and alocate more or less fiber to your chosen
entities depending on that rate of return. This way you have options. You’ll get some cash in hand AND have a higher return to
actually get a paycheck from your fiber.
This is an excellent time to take that essential first step. Have
your fiber sorted. The North American Show and CIABA have
teamed up with Certified Sorted Systems® and NAAFP to put on
an Unskirted Fleece Event and Sortathon in March of 2012. You
can have your fiber evaluated and sorted, then choose whether
you want to sell your sorted fleece to commercial buyers, handspinners, or maintain ownership of you fleece and join into cooperative production through NAAFP.
May not be simple, but it’s a good solution!
Visit CIABA on the web to find out more about the upcoming
North American Show Event.

The MAPACA Newsletter is a full-color publication highlighting
news and events about the alpacas and farms in our industry.
The newsletter publishes four times a year, is mailed to the
membership which spans seven states and is distributed at shows
across the region and nationally. It is printed and published by
American Livestock Magazine & Publishing.
Publication Schedule:		
Summer Issue - July 1, 2012
Fall Issue - October 1, 2012
Winter Issue - Januuary 1, 2013
Spring Issue - April 2, 2013

Deadline:
June 1, 2012
September 1, 2012
December 1, 2012
March 1, 2013

Advertisement Specifications and Prices per issue:
We offer a 10% MAPACA member discount PLUS consecutive
and/or multiple insertion discounts. All advertisements,
including consecutive insertions, must be prepaid. Please contact  
trishtylerdavis@verizon.net to pre-pay multiple insertions.
Size
Full page (with bleed) 8.75 x 11.25
Full page (no bleed) 8.25 x 10.75
Half Page: 7.5 x 4.875
1/3 Page:  7.5 x 3.125
1/4 Page:  3.75 x 4.875
Business Card:  3.5 x 2

1X
$385
$385
$275
$200
$150
$75

2X
10% off
10% off
10% off
10% off
10% off
10% off

3X
20% off
20% off
20% off
20% off
20% off
20% off

4X
30% off
30% off
30% off
30% off
30% off
30% off

Send advertising material to:  info@americanlive.com
We accept High Resolution photos in jpeg, eps and PDF formats
(should be at least 300 dpi).

Display Advertisers:
A.L. Paca’s Farms.............................................Page 6 & 7
Asgard Acres Alpaca Farm, LLC.......................... Page 11
Great Lakes Ranch................................................. Page 15
Heaven’s Hill Alpacas............................................. Page 11
Inca Fashions............................................................ Page 4
Light Livestock Equipment & Supply.................... Page 2
North American Alpaca Fiber Producers............... Page 5
Red Maple Sportswear Co..................................... Page 15
Shooting Star Farm................................................ Page 15
Sweet Valley Suris..................................................... Page 5

For your convenience, you may pay online at
http://www.mapaca.org/pages/OnlineStore/
or send your check (made out to MAPACA) to:
Trish Tyler-Davis
MAPACA
P.O. Box 96
Lake Ariel, PA 18436
Editorial content: If you are interested in submitting an
article or blog entry, please contact Carole Rost, Editor at
crost50@embarqmail.com or asgard@embarqmail.com with
your idea.
Photographic submissions are encouraged. Photographs should
include photographer name, farm, and a caption. Send photos to
Trish Tyler-Davis at  trishtylerdavis@verizon.net
Material in this publication may not be reproduced in any form
without the express written permission of the Mid-Atlantic Alpaca
Association.
Printed and published by American Livestock Magazine & Publishing,
Gatesville, Texas, 888-439-2748, info@americanlive.com.
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